Congrats again to Rick Ord & Kevin Webb!

It was announced in a past newsletter that Rick Ord and Kevin Webb both were nominated and granted a Distinguished Teaching Awards for Non-Senate Members and a Distinguished Teaching Award for Graduate Students. On Thursday, May 30th both Rick Ord and Kevin Webb were awarded their Distinguished Awards at a special award ceremony and reception, held at the Faculty Club. The nominations helped provide an opportunity to convey the importance placed on teaching by academic departments and programs and to underscore the high quality of teaching at UCSD. Rick Ord was nominated by Professor Geoff Voelker. Congratulations once again to Rick Ord in receiving the Barbara J. & Paul D. Saltman Distinguished Teaching Award; and congratulations Kevin Webb in receiving the Barbara J. & Paul D. Saltman Excellent Teaching Award. It's not often you get to see Rick Ord in a suit and tie!

CSE End of the Year BBQ
Friday, June 7, 2013
12:00 - 3:00pm
CSE 1202 & CSE Courtyard

Come celebrate the end of another great academic year at this year's CSE End of the Year BBQ!
Bring your appetites as this party will be a catered by Phil's BBQ!

12:00 - 12:30pm
(CSE 1202)
Special Announcements from CSE Dept. Chair, Rajesh Gupta

12:30 - 3:00pm
(CSE Courtyard)
Lunch catered by Phil's BBQ

Make sure you come and join as our CSE Alumni will be joining us this year!

Charles Elkan will be traveling from 06/02 - 06/05 to Denmark to give an invited talk at the NetSci Symposium "Complex Networks Meet Machine Learning" and to serve on an advisory board at the Copenhagen Business School.

Mohan Paturi will be traveling on 06/03 & 06/4 to attend STOC 2013 in Palo Alto, CA.